Household Objects
Teacher’s Notes

Videos

Oven Kid 1
Oven Kid 2

STEP 1

Divide the class into three groups, A, B and C. If you have a large class, subdivide each of the
three main groups into smaller ones.

STEP 2

Tell the groups that they will each see a picture of a common household object. They should
work together to come up with a list of all the possible posi%ve uses the object has. They will
only see their object - not the other groups’.

STEP 3

Ask groups B and C to close their eyes and display the picture of the drill on page 3 for a few
seconds to group A. Then ask groups A and C to close their eyes while you show group B’s picture
of an oven on page 4. Finally repeat the process, asking groups A and B to close their eyes while
you display the picture of a spatula or ﬁsh slice on page 5 for group C.

STEP 4

Give each group ﬁve minutes to make a note of ideas for how the object can be used. Walk
round and help with vocabulary and language.

STEP 5

Show group A’s photo to the whole class and elicit the name of the object and what it’s used for.
Ask group A for their three most unusual suggesIons and board them. Again, help with language
in order to have the phrase they want on the board. Then repeat this for the other two groups’
pictures and suggesIons. Can anybody think of any equally unusual uses for the other groups’
objects?

STEP 6

Now tell them that they’re going to see a video in which two of these things are used in an
unusual way. Play video 1 and get their reacIons. Who can name the ﬁlm? (Pulp FicIon)

STEP 7

Ask students whether they like the Star Wars movies. Go to Quizlet Star Wars Characters page
and do the quiz. Each Ime a card is turned over, click to hear the pronunciaIon. Ask students
whether they think it’s accurate. (One major error is Princess Leia)
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STEP 8

Find out if anyone knew about Quizlet before. What do they think of it? If nobody has heard of
it, explain a bit about it or show them how to get started with it. (If you haven’t used Quizlet
before, have a look at the link in step 10.)

STEP 9

Now say that there’s another video where the father and boy play a tune from Star Wars, dressed
as two of the characters. Let them guess the song and the characters before you play video 2
above.

STEP 10

As a follow-up, tell students to see if they can ﬁnd any other Oven Kid videos. Encourage them to
check out Quizlet, and send them Sandy Millin’s guide to help them with it.
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h]p://ﬂickr.com/eltpics by @MarjorieRosenbe, used under a CC
A]ribuIon Non-Commercial license, h]p://creaIvecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc/3.0/"
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